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is that the rclaoons we conceptually represent are the relations 
,vhich the in-itself exemplifies. 

77. With respect to the manifold of outer sense, Kant does not 
seem to have found the happy medium between the absut:dity of 
saying that Space is a form of outer 5ense in that the manifold of 
outer sense is literally spatial, and the overly strong claim that the 
only way in which spatial relations enter into perceptuaJ states is 
as contents of c0Ycep111al representations. This means that the 
characteristics of the representations of receptivity as such, which 
is what should proper!J be meant by the forms of sensibility, are 
never adequately discussed, and the so-called forms of sensibility 
become ever more dearly, as the argument of the Critique pro
ceeds, forms of conceptual representations. By overlooking the 
importance of analogical concepts-save in theological contexts
and hence by failing to note the analogical chaxacter of our 
concepts of the attributes and relations which sense impressions 
mfl,t have to perform their explanatory role, Mnt reduces the 
concepts of receptivity and sensibility to empty abstractions. 

78. If,per i11,po.r.ribi/e, Kant had developed the idea of the mani
fold of sense as characterized by analogical counterpans of the 
perceptible qualities and relations of physical things and events he 
could have given an explicit account of the ability of the impres
sions of receptivity to guide minds, endowed with the conceptual 
frame\\'Ork he takes us to have, to form the conceptual representa
tions we do of individual physical objects and e,ents in Space and 
Time. He could thus have argued that when on a certain occasion 
we come to have an intuitive conceptual representation that this 
green square adjoins that red square, we do so by virtue of having 
a complex of non-conceptual representations \\·hich, although 
non-spatial and without colour, have chaxacteristics ,vhicb are the 
counterparts of sq11are, red, gree11 and adjoining, and ,vhich make 
then1 such as to account for the fact that we have this conceptual 
re-presentation rather than that of there being a purple pentagon 
above an orange elipse. That he 'implicitly' gives some such 
account ( or must have done so) has been argued by many, thus, by 
Professor Paton, 1 though the full scope of the distinctions neces
sary to pull it off has not always been appreciated. 

• Kant's l-,,felap/lJ1ie of F.xptrin:u, Volume l, Chapter 6, Section 8. 
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II 

APPEARANCES AND THI NGS 
IN T H EMSELVES: 

1. MATERIAL THINGS 

1. At the heart of the Kantian distinction between things-in-them
selves and appearances is the contrast, drawn by Descanes, but by 
no means original with him, between formaJ and (in the medieval 
sense) objective reality. This distinction, in some form, is essential 
to the idea of a conceptual representation, though a related 
distinction, easily confused with it, holds of the non-conceptual 
representations of sense. I shall assume that the distinction is a 
familiar one, and say just enough about it to show how it, and 
related distinctions, illuroiollte Kant's contrast of rhings-in
themselves with appearances, and explain why, in spite of the 
retro-causation attempted by many of his admirers, he never even 
considered abandoning it. Since both the Cartesian distinctions 
and the use to ,vhich they were put by Kant can be translated into 
contemporary terms, and since the problems ,vith which Kant ,vas 
dealing reappear in modem dress, this chapter, like the first, will 
be a blend of historical and systematic themes. 

2. I shall continue for the time being, at least, to assume the 
general validity of the distinction between mental acts or actuali
ties and their overt expression in linguistic and non-linguistic 
behaviour. I shall also work, provisionally, with a Cartesian 
dualism of body and mind-noting, ho,vever, that if it were not 
for his ill-advised claim that we 'clearly conceive mind, that is, a 
substance which rhioks, without body, that is to say, without an 
extended substance .. .'., 1 almost everything Descartes wanted to 

1 Th, Phila1opbi,al Works of Duwrlu, translated by E. S . .Haldane and G. R. T. 
Ross. Volume 11, p. 59. 
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say could have been put in Aristotelian terms, a nund being a 
person q11fl subject of mental actS, capacities and propensities, its 
body a person q11a subject of bodily states, capacities and propensi
ties. \vhether sensory states are sufficientJy akin co conceptual 
thinking proper to be classified as mental, or sufficiently different 
from both the mental and the bodily to merit a pigeon-hole of 
their own, is one which any contemporary Aristotelian must face. 
The dichotomy of predicates of persons into 11-predicates and P
predicates I is useful for many purposes, but for others is coarse
grained and procrustean. Howeyer this may be, Descartes, as is 
well knov.·n, found it appropriate to classify the representations of 
sense with the representations of conceptual thinking proper as 
cogitationes. The fact that both can be characterized as representa
tions (and have other commoofeatw:es which were explored in the 
preceding chapter) tempted him to apply to the humbler species 
the epistemological and ontological categories he applied to 
conceptual thinking proper, not simply in the spirit of analogy, 
the posith·e being counterbalanced by the negative, but literally, 
the negative analogy being construed as specific difference. 

3. The importance of the categories Descartes applies to mental 
acts lies, as I have indicated~ in the fact that they can be seen to be 
less sophisticated counterparts of distinctions " 'hich are drawn 
with more or less rigour in those contemporary philosophies of 
mind "'hich have been ioiluenced by formal semantics. The 
distinctions fall into t\\'O closely related, indeed complementary, 
sets, one focused on concepts pertaining to troth, the other on 
concepts pertaining to existence-none of which is surprising, 
since it would generally be admitted that there is the closest of 
connections between existence and truth, at least in the case of 
things and their modificat:ioos. The fust set of categories distin
guishes be~•een: 

(a) a representation qua act, i.e. qua representing or 'operation of 
the mind'· 

' (b) the character by ,'1.rttle of which it represents w·hat it rep.re-
sents; and, 

(c) where appropriate, the substance or modification of which 
the representing, qlfa representing what it represents, is true. 

1 P. F. Strawson, buliPitiuais, London, 19j9, p. 104. 
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Closely related to the abo,c is a contrast between two ways in 
\Yhich things or substances and their n1odifications can exist: 

(r.) The, can exist 'in' mental acts of representing-Le. they can 
be, in Descartes' phrase, 'rhe objective reality of an idea' by 
which, he tells us, he understands 'the entity or being of the 
tbiog represented by the ide3, in so far as the entity is in the 
idea'.1 

(/J) They can, as l shall put it, e.'ilst si111plidter. In Descartes' 
terminology, 'the same things are said to be formally in the 
object of rhe ideas " ·hen they are in them such as they are 
concei ,ed' . .! 

4. B~· contrasting ex.isteoce si111pliciter with existence 'in' repre
senti.ogs (rhatis, in 'ideas' as Descartes uses the ccrm in the passage 
quoted abo,e), I do noc mean to impl~ that the concept of 'exis
tence sin,pliciftr' has nothing to do ,v.ith existence 'in' represent
ings. Indeed, I have already suggested that the concept of 
existence si111pliciter is intemally related to the concept of troth. 
But the development of this theme requires the more elaborate 
framework of rhe next chapter. 

5. The first set of distincrions is related to the second as follo"-s: 

( 1) For a thing or modification to exist ' in' a mental act is for the 
latter to represent it. 

(~) ,-\. mental act representing a modification is true of a sub
stance "·hich exists si11pliciter if and only if the modification 
exists si11,pliciter as a modification of the substance. 

I have deliberately put thtse two points in a make-shift ,ray, since 
more subtle formulations require distioctioos-e.g. between 
objects and states of affairs-w·hich \\·ere not part of Descartes' 
technical apparatus, though, of course, they made their presence 
felt. 

6. We can tie these distinctions in with the 'new ,vay of ideas' 
by identifying ideas with entities which are capable of existing 'in' 
representings, as thus capable. If ,,e do so, however, we must 
take account of the fact that the term is often used (as in the pas
sage quoted above) to stand for representing.r, as contrasted with 

, fbldanc and Ross, Volume Il, p. sz. 2 Jbid.,. p. s ;. 
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what they represent. If we drop this usage to a, oid confusion " ·e 
can say that 'ideas' in the sense of represeocables qna representables 
are capable of t\\' O interesting relations, the 'in' relation to mental 
acts, and the 'troth' relation to things and their n1odificatioos q11a 
existing si111plidter. 

7. In each of these relacioos ideas haye a one-many aspect ,vhich 
was a constant source of puzzlement: 

(a) ,vith respect to the 'in' relation., somehow one and the same 
idea could be 'in' many acts; 

(b) with respect to the 'truth' relation, one and the samege11eral 
idea could be 'true of' many things. 

The former sameness was connected in various ways-most 
interestingly by hlalebranche-:with the notion that the primary 
mode of being of ideas was in God's intellect. What v;e should 
-now call the public character of concepts was given a theological 
twist. The second sameness raised the age-old question: How can 
generals be 'true of' things if, as philosophers have often been 
tempted to say, there are no generals 'in' chings? I shall be con
cerned in subsequent chapters ,,ith both the public cha:racter of 
concepts and the existence of generals. 

8. Two final remarks on these Cartesian. categories before we 
~pply them to Kant. We distinguished above between a represent
mg qua act and a representing q11a representing something. Since 
the latter tended to be construed on the model of container to 
thing contained, the question narurally arises as to ,vhat character 
a 'cootaio_i~g' act m_ighthave in addition to its relational property 
of ·contam1ag' an idea. The dominant Cartesian vie,v seems to 
have been that i,,triniical!J all basic mental acts are alike- all 
instances, so to speak, of mental-act-ness. (One is reminded of 
,\foore's diaphanous acts.) Ir should be noted, however, that in a 
~e~ passage, in which he is concerned to reply to sophisticated 
ob1ect1ons, he defines the term 'idea' in such a way that it refers 
not to a representi,~ as such, nor to ,vhat is 'in' the representing, 
but rather to the 'form' of the representing, i.e. the character bv 
having which it represents what it represents. Thus he writes 'By 
~e wo~d "idea" I understand that form of any thought, b; the 
tm.mediate perception of ,vhich I am conscious of that same 
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thought.' 1 Thus used, the term 'ide:i' ts a descendant of the 
scholastic term ·species' as applied to mental acts. This use is a 
recessive trait, even in Descartes. After all, the above definition 
oc~s in a reply to objections made from a more traditional point 
of view. The use of the term 'idea' to stand not for the 'form' of a 
rCJ:>resenting but fo_r "·hat is represented q11a represented is more 
a~ to the s~olast:J.c term 'concept'. In an} case, Cartesians could 
~! _put theu- sran~ard view into scholastic clothing by defining 
idea 10 the sense ot the form or species of a mental act in terms of 

,vhat the act 'contains', i.e. in terms of rhe 'idea', in the more 
usual sense, ,vhich is 'in' them. 

. 9. On the other hand, ,vhether represeotiogs are 'informed' by 
ideas or 'contain' them, representings do have other features
temporal, at least, and, it would seem, such relations as make 
complex a~s out of_simpler ones. J-lere one runs up against the 
probl~m, discussed Ill Chapter I in connection ,vith the repre
sencauons of sense, of ,vhether a comple.'< representing is complex 
q11a act o~ q11a representing a complex, where 'representing a 
co':1plex' 1s constru~d as a matter of 'conrcainiog' a complex idea. 
This problem, part:1cularly as it arises " ' ith respect to conceptual 
representations, reappears in ever new guises, and will be dis
cussed in Chapter IV. 

ro. A second remark is, perhaps, in order. 1Iodern philosophers 
are often tempted to construe Descartes as, so to speak, a 'thought
is-inner-speech' philosopher 111011,Jtti-to interpret him, that is, in a 
way which construes the i11e11e of ideas in mental acts as though it 
were a matter of the acts being tokens (utterances in ones heart) 
of iieotalese "-'Ords and sentences. It is clear, however, that the 
feeling for the logical forms of thought, so clear in the disciples of 
Oc:kham, and which revives in Leibnitz and above all Kant is ' > , 

almost totally lacking in Descartes and his British successors. 1\. 
clear interpreracion of intellectual cogitatione1 as 'inner speech' 
would have made more difficult, if not impossible, many of the 
exasperating confusions ,vhich are characteristic of pre-Kantian 
ph,jlosophy, and by no means totally lacking in Kant. 

11. Thus it is exactly the 'containing' model which permitted 
IO . 

'P· " ' · · p. p. 
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the Cart~iao blurriog of the clistinccion benveeo sensible and 
conceptual representations ,vhich, as I argued in the preceding 
chapter, Kaot struggles to establish on a sound basis-\\~ith only 
partial success. 

II 

12. The root notion of 'existing in jcself' 1s that of existing .ri,npli
riter as contrasted with existing as represe11ted, 1.e. existing 'in' a 
representing or as 'idea'.1 Clearly represeoti,~.r (conceptual or non
conceptual) as -u·ell as ooo-representi,~.r may be representea. Thus 
·we can distinguish: 

(ra) non-representings qtfd existing si,npliciter; 
(1b) reprcsentings qua existing .rin,pliciter; 
(za) represeoted non-represeotings q11a represented; 
(zb) represented representings qua represented.~ 

13. Let us no,v introduce the term 'in itself' for :inythmg, repre
senting or not, ,,hich e."rists si111plidler, as existing .ri11pliciter; 
and let us use the term 'conteot' for anything, representing or not, 
which exists 'in' a representing, qua so doing. Finally, let us call 
intuiti,e representings in themsel,esJ (as contrasted with repre
sented intuitive representings) 'constimting acts'. ~otice that it 
,vould seem to be possible for an intuiti,e representing to be 
intuitiYely represented, ie. for there to be an 'inner intuition' of an 
intuition. Indeed, as we shall see, it is necessary for there to be 
such-but these questions must a,vait a general discussion of 
inner sense aod apperceptioo. 

14. ~'e must no,v take provisional account of the fact that, 
according to Kant's official position, representings-in-themselves 
arc not in Time. According to this position, Time is, in the ftrsl 
iostance, the form of intuitiYely represented representings; and~ in 
the seco11d instance, the form of other represented.r, both repre-

1 In Yiew of the notorious ing-ed ambiguity of '\\·ords like 'representation' 2.nd itS 
German equi\'alcnt, 'T'qrr/ell,mg', it will be useful, indeed essential, lO use the explicit 
'ing' or 'ed' form whenever there is a danger of confusion-and to use the teehnical 
term 'content' in place of the ambiguous 'idea'. 

~ Notice that there is a further sense in which a representation can exist in 'in' a 
repr=ting-the 'inteaul accusati-.e' seose in which a waltz exists in a waltzing. I 
shall not use this intemal accusative sense without making the fact explicit. 

3 Intuitive reptesrntings. it will be remembered, are a special class of representings 
of indhridltlls. 
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se.nred represeoungs and represented noo-representings (e.g. 
ligures in Space). This thesis w-as intended by Kant to be the exact 
counterpart of his treatment of Space as the form of intuitively 
represented non-represeotings. And, indeed, the pa.rallel js there, 
blurred by the ambiguities exploted in the preceding chapter, 
com.pounded. 1 _ ar~ued there that by implicitly requiring that a 
relation be spat1al 10 a sense which would satisfy a physicist, or 
else be i11 110 sense spatial, Kant dooms to failure his attempt to 
distinguish the form of outer sense from the Space of mechanics. 
We shall see that yet other senses in which relations can legiti
mately be said to be 'spatial' are :reciuired by a metaphysics which 
frees Kant's argument from its historically inevitable limjtations. 

1 5. In the case of Time, as Kant himself notes in the second 
edition, his vie\\'S encouotered greater resistance. He makes the 
paralld assumption that a temporal relation must be 'chrono
metric' in a sense congenial co the physicist, or else be i11 no sense 
len1poral. We soon find, however, even more clearlv than in the 
case of Space, that his argument requires two additional uses of 
temporal expressions. The first of these is required in connection 
\Yith the form of inner sense, which is confused with the form of 
inner inrufrion exactly as the form of outer sense ,,as confused 
,vith Space as an intuitively represented frame\\·ork for the repre
sensation of spatial configura:tions.1 

16. \J; e soon 6nd, moreover, a third kind of temporality _peeking 
out at us from almost every page of the Critique from the A11a!J·tic 
on. For the s11ccessivene.u, whether it be called temporal or no, of the 
epistemic acts of the real self in its struggles with the impressions 
of receptivity, and the sr1rcessit•e11ess of these impressions themselves 
(and, presumably, of the :realities which impinge on our receptivity 
to cause them), are no mere faco11s de par/er, but essential to the very 
rneaning of the argument. Kant's failure to do explicit justice to 
this successiveness is oo accident, and I shall shortly be examining 
the reasons which account for it. For the moment I simply note 
that if we \\'ete co adopt Kant's official restriction of the vocabu
lary of Time to the ideal temporal continuum of physical theory 
we could do no better than follow Bergson's example-though 
not in all respects-and contrast Time with d11rie and say that the 

1 For an ebboration of this point sec the Appendix. 
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successiveness of _represenrings-io-themselves is dJJree rather than 
Time. 

17. Bergson, indeed, found his cue in Kant, for in B149 Kant 
,vrites: 

.. . if ""e suppose an obje:r of non-sensible i.ntui~on to be ~i ,,en, 1 

we can indeed represent tt through all the predicates wbi~ ~re 
implied in the presuppasition that it has none of the cha.~cteasucs 
proper co sensible intuition: that it_ is not o.cended or 10 Space, 
Iha/ ilf duratio11 is 110/ a time ... (Italics rru.nc) 

Again in B798, after insisting that 'we cannot ... urspr1111glicb 
tJJ1ssi1111e11 [which Kemp Smith c:ranslates as 'creanvely imagine']_ 
any object in terms of any new quality which does not allow ot 
being given an experience', he grants that the concepts of 'a 
presence that is cot spatial, a duration that is not temporal' are not 
self-contradictory-though, of course, he goes on to say that as 
far as 011r reason is concerned, they would 'be without an object', 
since we cannot intuitively represent them. 

r8. Itis possible (as Bergson sa,,") to insist on the tran-scendental 
ideality of scientific Time, while affuming the transcendental reality 
of states of affairs ,vhich are temporal in a related, but by no means 
identical, sense. Indeed, this move is essential to the coherence of 
a Kantian philosophy, a point I ha,e al_read1 argued 1n the parallel 
case of Space. The force of Kant's contention that the concepts of 
such spatiality and such tempo_rality must be without an object 
because they cannot be illustrated in intuition is a topic for subse
quent investigation. 

m 
19. Now, if the core of the notion of the in-itself is the concept of 
that which exists .fiq1pliciter as contrasted with that which exists as 
idea ( content) or _representable, it is clear that Kant adds to this 
core a theme of 'unknowability'. This unknowability, however, 
must be compatible with the philosophical (transcendental) know
ledge that there is an in-itself, and that it is structured in a way 
which can be abstractly represented-in some sense of 'abstractly' 
-and which accounts for the existence and character of ex
penence. 

1 Thus the incellecrual intuition "hicb Goel has of the world. 
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20. Correspondingly, the core of the hantian notion of an 
appearance is that of an idea ot content. Thus, \vheo Kant tells us 
that spatial objects are appearances his claim is a remote cousin of 
Berkeley's claim that 'extension and figure ... are in the mind 
on/y as they are perceived by it, that is, not by ,vay of 11,ode or atlrib11te, 
but only by "·ay of idea .. .'.1 It should be bome in mind, bow
e...-er, that Kant himself strongly disapproved2 of this use of the 
rerm 'idea' and gi,·es the latter a more sophisticated use. His tem1 
'representation' (' T orstel!t111g') is a rough equivalent, though onlr 
\\·hen used in the sense of :tepresenttd or represenrab/e as such. 

~ 1. In the precedrog chapter 1 pointed out that Kant's argument 
requires a distinction bet\,een conceprual representings (of which 
intuition is a special case) and non-conceptual reptesentings. This 
calls for a corresponding distinction bet\\•een conceptual and non
conceptual contents.3 To the u-tent to which Kant is confused 
about the distincrion between conceptual and non-conceptual 
rep:cesentings, to that extent we can expect to find confusion in his 
treatment of 'appearance'. It "·ill be helpful, however, to intro
duce the topjc of physical appearance in terms of the ro11cept11al 
representation of individuals, where the representations are intui
tions in the sense : 

(a) that they are representations of this-s11cbes, i.e. represeutings 
in the expression of which predicates do not occur in the 
properly predicative position; 

(b) the Jl!ches are sensible characteristics. 

Kant seems to limit these sensible characteristics to spatial 
characteristics as contrasted, in the jir1t instance, with colour 
(partly because what we intuitively represent, we in some sense 
'construct' or 'draw'); and, in the 1eco11d instance, as contrasted 
,vith temporal characteristics (another consequence of his con
fusion between outer sense and outer intuition). Thus he can be 
construed as holding that nothing is i11t11ited as both spatial and 

i Pni:ciplts of H,omm KnoJJ•!Ldge, edited by A. D. Lindsay, London, 1934, p. 136 
(§XI.IX}. 

2 Thus in ..t\319-zo; B376-7. 
3 It will be i:emcmbered that tbe 'of'-phrascs which 'refer' to the 'content' of a 

rep.resenting are to be construttl as~jectives which combine with the cucgocy wocd 
' impreuion' or 'cooception' (cooceh•ing) co classify these representations as of a 
certain kind. 
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temporal; ,vhich is quite compatible \\-irh holding, as he does, that 
in another mode of conceptual representation items are represented 
as both spatial and temporal. 

22. As in the case of the 'in-itself' we must supplement the core 
notion of a p~ysical appearance as idea (or content), to give it a 
properly Kantian flavour. Thus we must add that an appearance is 
an individual which, though it e.xists primarily as represented and 
secondarily as representable, cannot exist 1i111plfriter (i.e. in itself). 
Thus, an individual ,vhich is ao appearance cannot be identical 
with 3:°Ytrung which exists 1i111pliriter. On the other baod, jc is 
essenoal to note that Kant is not claiming that no item which exists 
(?r i~ ~pable of exis~g) 'in' a representing can exist simpliciter 
(1 .e. m itself). Everything hinges on bow the item is represented. 

23. Thus, an item which is given a purely tra,ucende-nlal identifi
cation, that is, an identification of the form 

. the ir~m to which my receptivity responded v;'i.th an impres
SJon which was taken up into this perceiving 

can properly be said to exist in itself. Bur, as Kant sees it, such :i 
purely transcendental description is very thin beer. 

24. I ~ve imp~d that :<ant unduly restricts the class of predi
cates ,vhich penrut the items of which they are true to exist 
1i".1P!ici_t~, as well as '_in_' ~epreseotings, by overlooking, or at least 
m1n1m1zrng, the poss1biliry that spatial, temporal and even colour 
predicates might be systematically ambiguous. On the other hand 
as I _ha~e pointed out, he frequentlr uses language (e.g. in th; 
'SubJecttve Deduction') v.-hlch implies that irems-in--thcmseh--es 
can ~ ~es~bed in richer terms than the purely transcendental 
descripoon illustrated above, and exist in themselves as thus 
described. Acts of 'synthesis' a:re items-in-themsel,es, and yet 
.ro11ieho1J1 they can truly be described as 'successh-e'. Be that as it 
may, his official move is ro deny that such descriptions can be in 
spatio-temporal terms. 

2 5. Less puzzling is his treatment of monism and plunilism with 
respect to the in-itself. What he rejects is not the claim that we 
have philosophical knov;•ledge that there -is a plurality of items-in
tbemsel,es but rather monism or pluralism as theses with respect 
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to rhe number of 11/ti1J1afe logical subjects. It \\·ill be rcn1embered 
that according to the philosophical tradition the 'accidents' or 
:modifications' ~£ 'sub~tanc~s' are, to use a contemporary phrase, 
dependent particulars , which themselves can ha,e accidents or 
~od~cacions. One of Kant's points in the PoralogiI1111 is that the 
I nught be a dependent particluar, an aspect of a more funda
mental reality, rather than an ultimate logical subject.I 

:z._6. Thus, _:11th?ugh Kane denies that physical appearances, 
"hi?1, 10 the1c primary mode of being, are intuitively represented 
spatiaJ thir--JJ1rbes, can e.'{ist in themselv-es, he does seem to think 
((B164), \AJ4_5; B573)] that the plurality of physical appearances 
can be sa1d \\'1th good reason to correspond to a plurality of items 
(not necessarily 11/timote logical subjects) in a way- ,vhich can be 
expressed by the peculiar relational phrase 'is an appearance of'. 

_1-7• ~et me complete this initial account by noting that Kant 
chin~ Jt r~ be a necessary truth that if there are appea ranees there 
~e things m ~em..~lves. In one sense, although a limited one, he 
lS ob,:1~uslr nght, and the point is more interesting than is the 
superb~ one that 'appearance' implies 'something appears', 
though ~t. does sum ~phis v-ie\v in this manner. The point is 
rather that 1t JS an anaJync truth that if there are represeotedr there 
must be represeotings. 

?~. But might not representings be merely represented repre
sentlogs? The answer is that ,vhether an item be a non-represent
ing or a r~presentiog of a non-re~reseoting, or a representing of a 
represennng of a oon-represenung, etc., if it exists merelv as 
rprest11~e~, ir n1usc be the content of a representing which, whe'ther 
or not 1t 1s represented, also exists simpliriter or in itself.1 

29. le must be granted that chis argument establishes at most 
that if there a.re representeds there must be represenciJ~.r which 
exists simpliciter or 011 sich. It does not establish that there a.re noo-
represenrings OJI .rich, and Leibnicz, for one, and also Berkeley can 
be construed as holding that ev-erything which exists in itself is, if 

• See, for =pie, the DOlC lO .a 364-
= In COlltemporary tenns the point is that the concept of the right-band side of a 

scmanrical siat=nt is the correlate of the concept of its left-band side. 
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not a representing, at least a representer. '\Jor does the argumenc 
establish that ,vhat exists si1J1plicittr .is m any sense nokoo'\\able, 
nor that represented individuals can only be 'appearances of', 
rather than identical \\'1th, items ,vbich exist in themselves. But 
Kant, of course, thinks he can establish these additional points. 

30. One element in his strategy hinges on the fact that the 
epistemological tools he brings to his rask include not only his 
version of the Cartesian distinction between formal and objecti,e 
reality but the idea that the human (or any finite) mind is passive 
,vith respect to the impressions ,\·hich initiate its conceptual 
representation of a "·orld of which fr is a part. 

31. The following passage from th_e fust edition Porawgif11u pro
""ides a useful summary of the points I have so far made in this 
chapter: 

Nothing whatever is in Space save in so far as it is actually repre
sented in it. lt is a proposition which must indeed sound strange 
that a thing can exist only in the representation of it, but in this case 
the objection falls in as much as the things with which we are con
cerned are not things in themselves, but appearances only, that is, 
representations (A3 75 ). 

1:\lthough this passage was dropped in the second edition, the 
significance of this fact must not be overestimated. For Kanr 
came to see that although physical appearances mar e..mtpri111arib· 
as the content of actual intuitive representing, they exist seco11dari!J 
as the content of obtoi11able intuitive representings, and, still more 
remotely, as the abstractly represented system (Nature in its 
physical aspect) of which this and that intuitiYely representeds are 
constituent parts. In mis cont~'t the more 'primary' is that which 
is closer to the act110I as contrasted with the pote11lial or l!.>'JXt
thetical. In another dimensio~ of course, ~ature is primary and 
our glimpses of it secondary. 

IV 

32. It has often been noted that when Kantis smoothing the path 
for his non-critical readers he tends to say not that v.-e know 
appeara11ces but that ,ve know things (in themselves) os they appear 
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to us. 1 On the "-hole, ho,veYer, his considered formulation is that 
,ve know appearances. What is the significance of this change? 
One explanation, sound as far as it goes, is based on the fact that 
although Kant is convinced that the implications of practical or 
ethical discourse entitle us to say that persons are ultimate logical 
subjects rather than mere features of a mere basic 'substratum', 
he does not think that rdlection on our knowledge of 111atftr of 
jo,t-even introspective-entitles us to say that \\•hat exists in 
itself is an ultimate plurality of logical subjects. 

; 3. Thus, while Kant undoubtedly thinks that there axe features 
of the in-itself "·hich are, in some sense, the counterparts of the 
plurality of physical appearances, he finds this notion empty in 
rhar. as he sees it, we can have no determinate conception of this 
plurality. All der~rroioate conception, as far as human minds are 
concemed, in,•olves spatio-temporal scbematizatioo, and, as we 
have seen, he regards the concepts of Space and Time as un
ambiguous in a ,vay which entails that if Space and Time are 
transcendentally ideal, a;5thi11g ~•e determinatel}" conceive of in 
spacial or temporal terms must be transcendentally ideal. This line 
of thought turns Kant's attention away from the correspondence 
of the pluraliry of intuited and intuitable spatial objects with an 
abstractly conceived plurality of items-in-themselves ("'hicb, as 
we have seen, might be modifications of one single thing-in-itself 
rather than a plurality of things-in-themselves), to the global 
relation of spatio-temporal Nature to 'the in-itself' ,vbich impinges 
on our sensibility. 

34. Yet there is a more important_, though not unrelated, con
sideration which has a direct bearing on the possible relevance 
today of I<ant's contention that the world of physical objects in 
Space and Time is appearance. Thus, when, at the common-sense 
level, we distinguish between a thing and ho"' it appears to us, "·e 
identify the thing in terms of characteristics it can actually have, 
and though in any particular case it may only appear to have them, 
it does so by virtue of having competing characteristics wbich 
belong ta th_e same families. According to Kant, however, that 
,vbich exists simpliciier can have 11011e of the characteristics in terms 

1 Both locutions, howcvc.r, a.re foUDd throughout the Crilupn (see, e.(?., A258; 
B314), aod take oo richer meanings as the argument pm~esses. 
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of which we represent the objects of perception. As we sa,v in the 
preceding chapter, our basic representations with respect to the 
physical world are of the form 

this-cube 

and such represeottdr are incapable of existing si111pliriter, even as 
partial aspects of the total 'in-itself'. To say that ao object appears 
to be</, implies that the object tu idefltijied exists J'in1plidter, and, for 
Kant, nothing identified in spatio-temporal terms can exist as such 
in itself. _i\s ,vas Pointed out above, only that ,vhich is identified in 
purely transcendental terms can exist as such in itself, and trans
cendental idencificacion, of this l<lnd, though genuine, is, for Kant, 
completely indeterminate and provides no concrete way of com
paring and contrasting one item with any other. 

3 5. J\..nother theme in Kant's conception of appearance ,vas nor 
brought fully under control until the second edition Re_(t1totion fJj
ldeali.Jm. A failuxe to draw clearlr and firmly rhe distinctions ,,·e 
have been elaborating led him to think that the sensible repre
sentations of the empirical self have a privileged status which 
makes them, so to speak, the cash of the world of appearance, 
even though to be so, they n1ust be represented (and they are, 
indeed, appearances or represeoteds) as belonging to a system 
(Nature) of w·hich they are a vanishingly small part. 

36. This idea is akin to that of certain contemporary philo
sopher s, not too far removed from posichTisric phenomenalism, 
,vho construe the conceptual framework of physical objects as one 
which, though not red11dl,/e to the framework of sense impressions, 
is nevertheless sllbordinaied to the latter, and has its cash value in its 
(probabilistic) po,ver to mediate between sense impression pre
mises and sense impression conclusions. (Compare the instru
mentalist conception of microphysical theories as symbolic devices 
the meaning of which is co11stilt1ted ~J their po,-i:er to mediate be
tween premises concerning observables and conclusions concern
ing observables.) 

37. 'After all,' ,ve can imagine Kant to say, 'it-is the representa-
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tions of outer sense "·hich set the understanding in motion, and 
although the conceptualized world includes both empirical self 
and material things, are not the represented sensory states of the 
empirical self more strictly the phenomenal counterparts of the 
manifold of outer sense than are the intuitively represented states 
of material things?' Yet the fact that the impressions of outer 
receptivity appear in experience as sensory states of the empirical 
self is quite compatible ,vith the idea that they impel an under
standing ,vith our conceptual 'apparatus to represent two parallel 
sfrt111ds of oppeorona: our empirical self oJJd material things. For, 
after all, viewed transcendentally, the representations of outer 
sense are functions of both the self-in-itself as patient and the 
non-ego as agent. It must not be overlooked that the states of the 
empirical self are as much appearances, that is, contents of concep
tual representings, as are the states of material things in Space. 

;8. Part of the nl'lanation for Kant's lingering tendency to 
miniroiZP. these considerations is to be found in the idea that states 
of the empirical self have co11te11t in a way in which material things 
do not. The old confusions involved in the distinction between 
primary and secondary qualities continued to plague Kant. As we 
have noted, be so construes theligurative synthesis of spatial items 
by the productive imagination that it e.'tcludes colour. I t does 
indeed synthesize degrees of that in appearances which, in the 
language of the Antidpatio11s of Perception, 'corresponds' to 
'sensation'/ that is, the 'real' in appearances (B207) or their 
'matter' (A20; B34). But this 'real' or 'matter' is not colour but 
rather force as a concept of mechanics. At this stage of the scienti
fic revolution it had come ro seem a phenomenological truth that 
the place of colour is (somehow) in the mincl Kant, to use White
head's phrase, bifurcated Nature and drew the proper conclusion 
that since the physical, thus represented,' ... contains nothing but 
mere relation' (B66-7), it cannot exist in itself. 

39. Kant, of course, "·ould scarcely have held that states of the 
empirical self are literally coloured, any more than that they are 
litetally extended. Yet he could have hdd that visual 'sensations' 

• ~-\166. See A:zo; B34 where he speaks of 'that in the 3ppcarancc which cor
responds ro seosat.ioo', and calls it the 'matter' of appearance (v,hich cor:rcspoads to 
the phrase 'the tta1 in appearance' of ch.e Ar.titipationr). 
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of the empirical self 'contain' colour .in the sense of representing 
it, and, therefore, that they have content .in a sense in which 
purely physical appearance does not. 1 

40. Kant's discuss.ion of these matters is tangled and confused, 
and it can be argued that his position is the less drastic one that 
the productive imagination synthesizes objects which are coloured 
as well as extended, though there is a clliference, bound up with 
the apparent inelevance of colour to the mc-chank.al behaviour of 
material things, between the '>bjectivity of colour and the 
objectivity of extension. 

41. In the fust edition, then, Kant was tempted to construe spatial 
complexes in the fully constituted world of appearance as existing 
'in' representings which belong to the history of the temporal self. 
Since the temporal self is itself appearance, this would amount to 
the idea that, whatever may go on behind the scenes, \t"erepreseot 
spatial complexes in experience l?J representing 011rselt1es as represent
i,ig spatial complexes. This unfortunate tendency is corrected in 
the second edition. He there sees clearly that, _in spite of their 
common foundation in the impressions of outer sense, the visual 
sensations of the empirical self, on the one hand, and the physical 
events, on the other, are on a par as appearances. They are alike 
represent.eds, if I may so put it, of the first degree . ..: 

• How be could lurrc bd.d dut the Yisual scns.1tioos of the emptricll self'contain • 
colour u-itbout gram:ing char in che same sense of 'coorain' they coorain extension 
ii: diffio•lt ro sec. This highlights the difficulty of holding that 'scnsat:ions', whether 
:real or phenomenal, granted th.1c they nre 00t extended in the literal way io which 
physical objeas are extended, are '_purely intensive magnitudes'. Yer some of the 
paradox is removed when it is noted ~ Kant is prepared to say duu the 'real' in 
appearances (which are obviously extended} 'bas ... magnirude but oot extensi~ 
magnitude' (A168; B:uo). 

~ There remains the complic:uion that to the extent to which Kant rakes suionsh
the idea that physical objeas are no1 ooloured, colour, as far as the world of appca;
ances is cooccmed, would be a representtd of the second degree, i.e. "e "ot1ld 
represent oolour only by representing ow:selves as representing it. Colour would 
thus be. in a sense, :an appearance to an appearance. This muSt-nor be confused with 
the idea trot sensory scares of the empirical self are 'appearances of appearances' 
(NarlJlan), which linds expression in the 'double alfec:tion' theory. The latter is the 
idea that sensory sures of the empirical self as part of Karure :ire brought about by 
pbysicsl stimulation of the S-."OSe organs (mediated by neuro-physiological scares), 
but that this 'bringing about' md the factors ic involves ate themscJves appe:nances 
represented by minds under the impact of things in themselves. {See below,§ j7.) 
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4.1. The second edition &f11tatio11 of Idealis111 gives us the key Lo 

Kant's interpretation of experience as both knowledge of appear
a11tes and knowledge of reality as it appears. Given our conceptual 
equipment, we respond to the impressions of sense by con
ccprually representing a temporal me embedded in a spatio
temporal Nature. The determinate core of chis representing 
consists of inruiti,e (bur conceptual) representings of both 
rep,e.rentings (states of the empirical self) and non-represe11tiJJgs (states 
of material things). I shall continue in the present chapter to 
concentrate on the latter. 

43. \ 'transcendental realist', as Kane uses this term, bolds that, 
mis-perception aside, .intuitively represented objects and events 
exist si111plidter as well as 'in' represeatings. If such a one ,vere to 
hear Kant say that reality is such as to lead a being with our 
conceptual equipment to form the intuitive :representiogs ,ve do, 
he v;·ould say, 'Well, that is because the representings are, by and 
large, tr11t. The things we conceptually represent also exist 
sio1plidter, or in themselves, as we represent the111.' In other words, if 
I may introduce contemporary terminology to make my point, 
the transcendental :realist would say that the 'obtaioability' of both 
the representings we attlfalfy have and the representings we woflla 
have if we were to undertake to change our perceptual orientation 
is grounded in the truth of these representings, the existence 
sin,plidttr of that "\\rucb e.~ists 'in' them as idea or content. 

44. Notice that the contents of which \Ve are speaking a.re 
f01Jfe}t11L1I contents. They are not the contents of non-conceptual 
representiogs (sense impressions proper) .. A.nd they are contents 
pertaining to states of material things, as contrasted with contents 
pertaining to the empirical self. They are, in our terminolog,, 
represented 11011-representi11gs, not represented representings (such as 
would be the contents of intuitive representings of our inner 
states). 

45. The realist typically denies that concepts pertairung to 
physical objects are to be analysed in terms of sense contents, i.e. 
the contents of non-conceptual _representings. He can, ho,vever, 
grant that concepts pertaining to physical objects can be analysed 
in terms of the contents of 011/er i11tlfitio11s, in Kant's sense of the 
phrase, without thereby becoming a phenomenalisc in the 
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Berkeleyian or positiviscic sense. As for the ob1ai11abilit)' of these 
contents, i.e. intuitively represented spatial structures, he would 
insist, as was pointed out above, that it rests oo the existence a,, 
.ri,h of the spatial structures in question, and the existence .riHJj>li
citer of ourselves as setttient conceph1alizing beings in Space and 
Time. 

46. Now Kant himself, :is has often been noted, does ·write on 
occasion as thou~h physical objects ·were actual and obtainable 
sensory states of the empirical self, in other "·ords, as though, in 
this respect at least, he were a Berkeleyian phenomenalist. This 
practice ,vas corrected, if not entirely abandoned, in the second 
edition. Yet Kant rt-mains in another sen.re a 'pheoomeoalist', though 
not in quite the sense v.•hich Kemp Smith '"aliaot-ly attempts to 
define. Kant's pheoomenalism ca.a be put, io fust approxiroarloo, 
by saying that physical objects and events exist on!J 'in' certain 
actual and obtainable conceptual represeotiogs, the intuitive 
represeoti.ngs synthesized by the productive imagination in 
response to the impressions of sense. I say exist 011!J 'in' such 
representiogs, for no re..r ex/e11.ra exists .rin1plidter or in itself. A 
pheoomeoalism which construes the physical world as a system of 
available contents in /mj sense differs radically from a pheno
menalism which construes the world as a system of available sense 
impressions, for ic construes physical appearances as irred11cib!J 
physical. It differs fron1 physical realism by denying that these 
appearances have more than 'objective' or 'Iepreseotative' being. 

47. The transcendental realist, as we have seen, interprets the 
obtainability of intuitions of spatial structures as grounded in the 
a11 .rich existence of such strucrures. But ,vhile ~nt agrees that this 
obtainability ls grounded in the in-itself, he denies that thls 
grounding requires that the in-itself be the spatio-temporal 
structure -we conceptually represent. The strongest interpretation 
of this claim would be that existence in itself is in no sense akin 
to the spatio-temporal structures v.·e -represent. I see no reason ro 
ascribe this vie,v ro Kant, nor does it seem to have any intrinsic 
merit. A less negative interpretation '-'Ould be that it is not only 
po.r.rible for the in-itself to be, in ao interesting sense, 011alogo11s 
in .rtr11ct11re to the spatio-temporal world but that it js reasonable 
to think of it as having such a structure. 
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48. Something like chis Y:iew ca.o, indeed, be ascribed to Kant
with some reading between the lines-although his explicit use of 
the notion of analogical conception is in theological coate..'{ts. And 
even if we attribute to him the vie,v that things-in-themselves are 
analogous in structure to the world of appearance, the analogy 
,vould, for him, be one which could only be 'cashed' by God
much as, according to traditional theology, only He can cash the 
:i.nalog.ies in terms of ,vhich -...e attempt to conceive Him. God 
~ould hav-e a non-analogical grasp of things in themselves by 
Ylrtue of the fact that His intuitive representations are not passive, 
bur are the very volitions by which they are created. 

. 79. The tliesis I wish to defend, but not ascribe to Kant, though 
it LS very much a. 'phenomenalism' in the Kantian (rather than 
Berkeleyian) sense, is that although the ,vorld ,ve conceptually 
represent in experience exists only in actual and obtainable repre
sentings of it, we can say, from a transcendental point of view, not 
o~y that ~stence-in-itself accounts for this obtainability by 
Vlrtue of havmg a certain analogy ·with the ,vorld we represent 
bur also that in principle n·e, rather than God alone, can provide 
the cash. For, as I see it, the use of analogy in theoretical science, 
unlike that in theology, generates new determinate concepts. It 
does not merely jndirectly specify certain unknown attributes by 
an 'analogy of proportion'. One might put this by saying that the 
conceptual structures of theoretical science give us ne,v ways of 
schematizing categories. 

50. Kant's own Yie,v is the more agnostic one that in our 
attempt to give an account of how our intuitive representings 
might be E,·ke1111J11iJse without being literally true, we are limited 
to making use of such abstract concepts as exi.rte11ce-i11-if.relf. 
exi.rle11ce 'i11' repre.re11tiJJg~·. receptiuilJ·,Jorn, of i11hritio11,j"dg111ent, etc. 
One might formulate it as follo,vs: 

Reality is such that fin.ire minds non-arbiuarilr, in accordance with 
their forms of .receptivity, and their cooceptual frameworks, repre
sent 1hi.r-n1rhe.s and make judgrnenrs about them. Only God, how
ever, knows bow reality is. [Compare the idealistic thesis that sound 
human judgments of the form Sis Pare to be philosophically re
parsed as Reality is such that (we must .cepresent that) S is P and 
only the Absolute knows ('feels'?) how things really are.] 
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5 r. Kant's account implies indeed that certain counterparts of 
our intuitive representations, namely God's intellectual in~i
tions, a.re literally true; but these literal truths can only b~ in

directly and abstractly represented by finite minds, and there :s an 
impassible gulf between our &ke11ntnir,1e and Di,ine Truth. J!, 
however, as I shaJJ propose in Chapter V, we replace the static 
concept of Divine Truth ,vith a Peircean conception of truth as 
the 'ideal outcome of scientific inquiry', the gulf between appear
ances and things-in-themselves, though a genuine one, can in 
principle be bridged. 

5 2. Our explication of Kant's phenomeo:ilism is not yet co°:plete. 
For if the material world exists ooh- in actual and obtamable > • 

representings by individual minds, the problem of its p~blic 
character becomes acute. It is, in part, the problem of the tnftr
ntbjettivity of the conceptual Thus, when t\VO minds represent that 
two plus two equals four, ,vhat exactly is the sense in which they 
are representing the 1a111e? Metaphorically, one says that two acts 
in different minds 'have the same content'. But even if Kant could 
offer a satisfactory account of the intersubjectiv:ity of logical and 
mathematical concepts and of the representations of Space and 
Time, this, by itself, would clearly not enable him to distinguish 
the public character of po1nble states of p1Jssiblt material things 
from the public character of the ort110/ course of e-vents in this 
world. 

5 3. His answer clearly lies in a joint appeal to the intersub
jectivity of the conceptual framework in terms of "·bich we con
ceive possible states of affairs, and the public accessibility of the 
in-itself which, by affecting receptivity, generates the manifold of 
sense and guides the understanding in its use of this conceptual 
framework to form the intulth·e representations of perceptual 
experience. The argument is a transcendental one co the effect that 
the very concept of 'objects of experience' as no11-arbitrory repre
se11/eds 111hich catJ be ,hared unfolds along these lines. 1 It is not always 

• The connection of 'objccth>ity' with 'iruersubjectivity' stands out most clearly in 
the Proltg0,11tna. Sec paniotlady Patt Il, Sections 18 if. The importance of these 
p:1Ssagcs is obscured by the confusions involved in bis distincttoo between 'judg• 
mcnts of perception' and 'judgmcrus of experience'. 
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realized that the philosophicil, or higher order, drum that ex
perience requires synthetic necessary principles is, for Kant, an 
ana!Jtic truth arrived at by what "-'C would call 'conceptual 
analysis', but,vhich Kant atlls 'Erklan-111,g'. Thus, he ,vrites, in the 
latter part of the Cri/iqf(e: 

The German language has for the [Latin] terms exposition, C."q>lica
tion, declaration, and definition, only one word, Erklaertmg, and 
we need not, therefore, be so stringent in our requirements as 
:ucogcther to refuse to philosophical explanations the honorable 
title definition (~1\7;0; B758). 

~eedless to say, bo\\-e,er, the definitions in question are not 
sripuL'ltions of use for new sign designs but 'expositions of given 
concepts'. 

54. The aboYe interpretation of the intersubjectivity or public 
character of appearances is not only compatible with but reqrlires 
the idea that the primary mode of being of appearances is in con
ceptual representings by i11dividual 111i1JdI. There are, however, 
those, not uninfluenced by Hegel, who have argued that Kant was 
moving towards a position which interprets the material world as 
10111rh011• dependent on .l\find, without consisting of the contents of 
actual and obtainable .representings by finite minds. 

5 5. It would, I think, be generally agreed that to make the pri
mary mode of being of appearances a matter of being represented 
by; super-subject-God, the Absolute, or the Red King-is to 
abandon Kaot.1 Nevertheless, without explicitly making th.is 
moYe, the neo-Hegelian interpretation of Kant's phenomenalism, 
ignored the Cartesian .roots of Kant's conception of appearance, 
and construed appeara ores as second-class entities, ,vhose second• 
class-ness was, indeed, interpreted in terms of a non-arbitrary 
inadequacy of the thoughts of Iio.ite minds, but whose relation to 
what really is was left notoriously obscu.re. As appearances, 
material things and empirical minds we.re put on a par, and con
ceived to be causally connected in ways explored by empirical 
psychology. Instead of being the ~on tent of actual a~d o~taioable 
human representings, grounded 1n unkno\\·able thiogs-10-them-

' \vnich is not to deny that even for K:mt, in the last nn:ilysis, appe=mces exist for 
man because God, in his Providence !lDd \Vil~ conceives of m:m :is representinJ? 
them. 
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selves, physical appearance ·was construed as the ground of the 
obta inability of human perceptions, and its character as appearance 
as an unspecified dependence on 'noumenal conditions'. 1 

56. When Kemp Smith arguesz to some such position from the 
premise that the actual 'sensations' of 1:in.ite minds cannot be the 
'material' of the ,votld of appearance (since they are only a 
fragmentary part of it) be is moving from a true premise (chat the 
actual in appearance includes more than tbe sensory states of 
empirical selves) and another true, but tacit, premise (that the 
existence of 'obtainahle' sensory states presupposes the existence, 
in an appropriate sense, of material things) to the false conclusion 
that the actuality of material things cannot consist in their being 
actual and obtainable co11ceptr1al represeoteds-tbar is to say, actual 
and obt.ainahle intuitions (in the Kantian sense) rather than actual 
and obtainable 'sensations'. For the claim that the \\·otld of appear
ance exists 'jn' actual and obtainable intuitions is as ,\·e have seen , ' 
by no means equivalent to the idea that it consists of actual and 
obtainable 'sensations' or 'sense contents', let alone actual 'sensa
tions' only. 

57· The doctrine of 'double affection' is an essential feature of 
Kant's thought. Correctlr understood, it simply cells us that the 
transcendentally conceived non-spatial, non-temporal action of 
the non-ego on human receptivity, generating the manifold of 
sense (which action is required to explain how the esse of tbe ex
perienced "\\'orld can be conri.pi and yet non-arbitrarv and inrer
su~jective) has as its counterpart in the represenred "'orld the 
actton of marerial things on our sense organs and, through them, 
on the sensory faculties of tbe empirical self. Thus, of the two 
'affections' one has representative being only, ,vhile the other has 
both representative being 'in' transcendental thought aJJd also 
?eing _si11'!'!iciter or 'in itself. This cao be put by saying that one 
affect:1on 1s the appearance of the other, but unless this is supple-

' In particular, Kant's valiant attempt to clarify the depeadencc bv means of :i 
'rraoscendeotal' psychology which abstracted from the specific fcn~es of human 
experience as 'l\"e zepresent it in the conceptual framework which is natural to us was 
c~ected as invoh-iog fictitious mencal =chioety. Kant's agnosticism is, indeed, co be 
rCJected; but chis correcth-e lies not in dialecticnl attacks on the concept of an 'un· 
kno-u-11ble' but jn the developmcot of more subtle theories of concept fomu1tion. 

• A Cq,mmntar_y to KanJ' I Criliqru of Pure Rtamn, p. 276. 
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ment_ed by a properly 1-(antian analysis of appearance it acquires 
the au: of !-°tolerable paradox (a 'nvo-world' theory) which has led 
an essential part of Kant's mature teachings to be the subject of 
fruitless and uninformed controversy, and to be regarded as sus
pect by many of hls more sympathetic students. 

VIIl 

5 8. But why should "re not be transcendental realists? Why should 
,ve hold that the esre of the material "·otld is co11cipi-more 
ac~tel[, that i:_ exists only. rm• ~ctual and obtainable repre
seotmgs. (I sh.all tollow Kant 10 calling the latter the thesis of the 
transcendental ideality of the spatio-temporal world.) Kant offers a 
number of arguments for this thesis, all of them interesting but of 
unequ~l value and relevance to the contemporary scene. Since I 
am going to defend a closely related thesis, I shall emphasize those 
facets of his argument which serve this purpose. Thus I shall not 
deal directly with the Atlii110111ies, which, as Kant saw it, give the 
co11p de grace to transcendental realism. 

59. Let me begin by discussing the transcendental idealicy of 
Space. Kane, of course, was convinced that Space was not the sort 
of thing which co11/d be transcendentally real, a conviction which 
found expression in his reference to it as an 'U,u/ing' ( A3 9; B5 6) or 
•non-~g'. In a certain sense h~ was absolutely right about this, 
but 1D1Staken about tl1e conclusions he draws. 

60. Let me begin by drawing familiar distinctions. In the fuse 
place, between: (a) what I shall call, for reasons -,..hich ,vill 
shortly emerge, 'fine-grained' or 'theoretical' Space. It is an 
iohn.ite individual, consisting of a three-dimensional continuum of 
points and containing an io6oity of lines, surfaces and .regions, the 
chief cha.ractccistic of which, for our purposes, is that they are the 
willing subject-matter for the mathematical technique of Archi
medes, Descartes and the inventors of the differential calculus. 

61. (b) Contrasting with this there is what I shall call 'coarse
grained' or empirical Space. It, too, is ao io6oite individual, but 
it is an individual the elements of which are po1sibilitier--roughly, 
possible relations of perceptible material things. 
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62.. _As an initial elaboration of this clistinction1 let me point ou, 
that there correspond to it two radically different senses of 
•material thing', and two racLically different senses in which some
thing can be said to occupy a position in Space. Corresponding to 
'fine-grained' Space are what might be called 'fine-grained' 
objects, systems of point-masses. Fine-grained objects are related to 
regions of fine-grained Space. Here, possibility comes in as the 
possibility of an object occupying this or that region of Space. 
Fine-grained Space, unlike empirical Space, docs not consist of 
possibilities. Its points and regions are terms of possible contain
ments. 

63. Coarse-grained (or empirical) Space, on the other hand, 
c011.sis-ts of possible relations of coarse-grained mareci.al things to 
one another. Here, the relation of 'occupying a place' is a special 
case of that interesting kind of relation which is '.realizing a pos
sibility'. 

64. The fust point I want to make, then, is that Kant would 
surely be right ro claim that both fine-grained Space and line
grained objects are transcendentally jdeal. Indeed, the only reason 
I have ref.rained frolll ca Hing them ideal Space and ideal objects is 
that to do so would make an important point look like a play on 
words. 

65. Kant, however, confused what I will now call ideal Space 
and ideal objects with the framework of coarse-grained perceptible 
objects and the Space whlch is the system of their possible rela
tions. Thus he mistakenly inferred the transcendental idealicy of 
empirical Space-and, correspondingly, the transcendental 
ideality of perceptible physical things- from the transcendental 
ideality of their ideal counterparts 

66. Notice, however, that the.re is a legitimate sense in which, 
given Kant's theory of the modalities, even empirical Space must 
be transcendentally ideal. For Kant tells us in the metaphysical 
deduction that: 

the modality of judgment is a quite peculiar feature. Its distinguish
ing character is that it contributes nothing to the content of the 
judgment ... but concerns only the value of the copula in relation 
to thought in general (B100). 
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Crudely put, Kant's thesis is thatthemodalitiesaremeta-linguistic, 
or, less outrageously, meta-conceptual. It might be put by saying 
that modal artributes are attributes of propositional representables 
(judgeables) as such, and not of things or e,·eors. I shall have 
something co say about this later on. For the moment I simply 
note that if Kane is right, then empirical Space, consisting as it 
does of possibilities q1111 possibilities, is a fortiori transcendentally 
ideal 

67. But, it ,vill immediately be noted, it does not follow from 
the transcendental ideality of empirical Space as a system of pos
sible relations that particular states of affairs involving spatial 
zelations are transcendentally ideal. This is the Achilles' heel of hls 
argument. 

68. Why did Kant identify ideal Space with what I am tenta
tively calling empirical Space? The following considerations seem 
rele,ant: 

(1) Both are odd kinds of individual or Jogical subject. Thus 
they a.re clearly not substances, if the abilities to act and be 
acted on are criteria of substance. 

(z) Kant does not distinguish the tmoscendentally ideality due 
co ideal-ness from the transcendentally ideality due to 
modality. 

(3) There is a platonic theme reminiscent of the Pbaeda and 
J,,;1£110. After all, Kant's ,vhole conception of experience is a 
sophisticated de'\'elopment of the platonic notion that we 
e:,,,.,-perience the ,vorld as spatial by responding to sense 
impression with ideal geometrical concepts ,vhich have not 
been derived from experience. If one (correctly) rejects 
'abstraction from sense impressions' as a theory of geo
metrical concept formation, then why have /Jro non
abstracted systems of spatial concepts? This consideration 
led to the equating of all geometrical concepts ·with those of 
mathematical geometry.1 

69. Kant's sound attack on concept empiricism had the un
fortunate consequence that, given certain other commitments, it 

• Y ct, as alccady indic::ned, we need at least rwo systems of geometrical concepts, 
neither of which C!l11 be accounted for in tenns of 'abstnction'. (That I.be acqufring 
of empirical conapts involves an element of osr.ensive o:ainin~ can be gmotecl, but 
this ttaining is on!}' one small facet of the process of acquiring these concepts.) 
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obscured the difference between two essentially different geo
metrical frameworks, and two essentially different systems of 
concepts perraioiog to physical things. As a matter of fact, Kant 
,vas led to confuse three radically different conceptions of 'physical 
thing\ with the result that he failed to notice a further line of 
argument for the transcendental ideality of perceptible things 
which really works, and is the one I shall espouse. 

70. Yet another confusion, closely related to the above, re
inforced Kant's conviction that Space is transcendentally ideal in a 
sense which requires that all spatial states of affairi: be trans
cendentally ideal. Thls is the confusion, explored in the last 
chapter, between Space as a form of intuition and Space as the 
form of outer sense, that is, the system of attributes of and rela
tions between sense impressions which accounts for the fact that 
\\'e inituitively represent now this, no,v thtrl spatial configuration 
of objects. These attributes and relations, as was pointed out in 
the first chapter, are properly construed as 'spatial' only in an 
analogical sense; yet their structural similarity to spatial attributes 
and relations proper makes it tempting to equate them with the 
latter. This, essentially, is what Kant has done. The .uibjectiuif_J· of 
sense impressions which exist .rimpliciter as states of the self in
itself was confused with the transcendental itkali!J• (eue est co11cipi) 
supposedly established by platonic and modal considerations. 

7 I. The upshot of these remarks is that although Kant ,vas right 
to claim that the individual or logical subject, Space, is trans
cendentally ideal, he has not shown that particalar states of affairs 
involving non-ideal spatial relations must be transcendentally ideal. 
Correspondingly, though he has shomi that the ideal material 
things of Newtonian mecbanic.s are transcendentally ideal, he has 
not shown that perceptible physical objects standing in perceptible 
spatial relations are transcendentally ideal. If he was right about 
this, he was right for the wrong reasons.1 

1 I sbaU tip my hand by s:1ying that the troc gt'OUnd for chc tnnscendcntal idcality 
of tbe p«eeproal world lies in the distinction between perceptible physical objects 
and the objects of theoretical science, a distinction which was blurred by Kant. Thus, 
his concept of physical appcarnncc runs together nor only the idealized counterparts 
of perceptible things ( e.g. systems of point-masses whose velocities and accelerations 
arc1UDenable to differential equations) but also the object of micro-physics which are 
as hnpcrccptible as ideal objects, though for radically different reasons. 
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72. Itis also important co note that even if we ,vere to grant him 
the platonic theme that the Space of perceptual experience is the 
ideal Space of mechanics, it ,vould still have been open to Kant to 
say that thiogs-in-themseh·es, in so far as they affect ow: sensi
bility, ha"e, like sense impressions, attributes and relations u·hich 
are i11 their tJ1n1 ,,,ay analogous to those of perceptible things, and by 
Yirtue of which they elicit sense impressions which are in their 
differe11t way endow·ed with Space-like characteristics (confused by 
Kant with the form of outer intuition), and perform the guiding 
role described above. That Kant implicitly accepted some such 
new of things-io-themselT"es is, I think, clear. Yet if the fact had 
been brought to his attention he ,vould most certainly have 
claimed that this transcendental use of analogy is en,p!J·. The 
abstract concept of such Space-like characteristics could have 
'cash value' onh• for God. , 

IX 

7 3. Another theme in the Kantian attack on transcendental 
realism mobilizes an old friend, the distinction between primary 
and secondary qualities. There seems to be oo doubt that Kant, 
like Descartes, '\\·as convinced that material things are properly 
described in purely spatio-temporal terms; which is not to deny 
that they have 'secondary qualities' in Locke's sense of the term. 
He \\~ould, of course, ioc:ist that ow: concepts of spatial and tem
poral characteristics involve the categories or forms of judgment, 
so that ,ve represent the world in terms of such categorial features 
as actuali t:y, potentiality, substantial identity, interaction, necessarr 
connection, etc. Or, to put it the other way around, that these 
characteristics serre as differentia (schemata) for abstract concepts 
of modes of unity. The point remains, however, that the non
categorial features of represented material things are conceived by 
Kant co be purely spatial and temporal. Since it is obvious, pace 
Descartes, that nothing which exists 'in itself' can have only spatial 
or temporal characteristics, the conclusion ,vas reasonably drawn 
that the world of material things is transcendentally ideal. 

74. Now Kant is clearly right to claim that nothing 'consisting 
of mere relations' can be transcendentally real. Reality must have 
qualitative content as well as relational form. There is certainly no 
reason to s.uppose-unless one is committed to abstractionism, or 
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to the view that basic descriptive predicates must be ostensively 
'defined' or 'learaed'-tha.t qualitative content is limited to what 
humans caa perceive. ):'et reflection on the nature of empirical 
Space and spatial attributes (ifhe had not confused them with ideal 
Space and spatial attributes, and had not taken the subjectivity of 
colour for granted) ,vould surdy have convinced Kant that the 
objects of perception are as csseotia fly coloured as they are ex
tended; .indeed, that their spatial characteristics essentially involve 
the contrast of colour"'ith colour. An empirical line, for example, 
is a ,vbite streak on a black background, or the edge of a ruler 

75. Thus Kant should haye recognized that colour itself, and 
not something which 'corresponds' to it, is as essential a fearu..re 
of the objects of outer intuition as is shape. If, therefore, a sound 
case can be made for the idea that the colours we conceptually 
represent in perception are transcendentally ideal, i.e. exist only 
as conceptually represented, 1 then it would follow· that the world 
of perceived objects js, after all, in the Kantian sense, 'appearance'. 

X 

76. Perhaps the most interesting argument for the tra.nsceodeoral 
idealit, of the represented world is what might be called the argu
ment from the transcendental ideality of the categories. It goes 
somev.rhat as follows: 

Premise I: The categocial forms are forms of what exists in 
representiogs, as so existing. 

Premise II: What exists in itself does not:, as so existing, exist 
in conceptual representings. 

Conclusion I : The categorial forms are not forms of what exists 
in itself, as so existing. 

Premise m: The physical ,,·orld exists 'in' conceptual represenr-
1ngs. 

Conclusion II: The physical ,i:orld as existing 'in' conceptual 
representings has categorial form. 

Conclusion III: The physical world has categorial form. 
Conclusion J'.T: The physical world does not exist in itself. 
• Nocicc that this is, oi course, compatible with I.he idea that certain co~ 

attributes, conceived by analom with them, arc 1cmscendcncilly «.'31, though, per
haps, only :is in some sense states of the pcrcci \"er. 
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I ha, c spelled out the argument in such a -..vay as to make it clear 
that it is formally fallacious. The invalid step is the move from 
Conclusion II to Conclusion ID. Yet although the argument is 
fallacious, and, more interestingly, altho1tgh Kant 11rver 11ses it, it is 
one of the persistent myths of Kant's scholarship. Most of the 
puzzles about 'Do the categories apply to things in themselves?' 
rest on a tacit appeal to the following 'principle': 

Nothing which as conceptually represented has categorial form can 
exist .rimpliriler or in itself. 

77. Th.ts fallacious and quite un-Kantiao principle would re
quire, for example, that since things-in-themsdves have categorial 
form as represented, they cannot exist in themsdves I It can 
scarcely be OYerempbasized that the difficulty Kant finds ,vith 
things-in-themselves is that, considerations of morals a.ad religion 
aside, our conception of them is etnpty- not that it is i11coherent. 

78. I have laid stress on the above argument from the ideality of 
the categories because altho11gh it is 11ot Kmman, it is not easy to see 
w by. Furthermore, something like it is at the bottom of manr 
contemporary puzzles. Kant's list of categories is nocoriously an 
01JJni11111 gathenlfn. There are many who are inclined to say that at 
lea.st some of the categories or forms are transcendentally ideal. 
Thus it is said by some that the 111odalitus pertain tothoughtaadnoc 
to things; that neither all-11es, nor so1ne-11e.s, is 'in the world'; that 
neither co1Jj1111cfio11 nor negatio11 is 'in the world'. There are even 
those ·who say that the subject-attribute or subject-relation oe}.-US 

pertain to thought and not to things. But a fruitful discussion of 
these topics presupposes an examination of intentionalit, and 
truth. 
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